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1. INTRODUCTION

Photon upconversion (UC) is attractive for photovol-

taics (PV), where it allows surpassing the Shockley-

Queisser limit, as well as for phototherapy, imaging and

photocatalytic applications [1, 2, 3].

UC by sensitised triplet-fusion (TF) begins with light

absorption by triplet sensitisers, then the generation, via

energy transfer, of triplet excitons in a second species

known as the annihilator. Annihilators are molecules

which possess excited states conducive to triplet fusion

upconversion, namely, the first excited singlet state, S1,

having approximately twice the energy of the first triplet

state, T1. UC occurs when two triplet excitons diffusing

within the annihilator medium collide, fuse, and popu-

late the S1 state in one colliding partner, while the other

returns to the ground state. Anti-Stokes shifted photo-

luminescence (PL) can be emitted during subsequent

relaxation of the bright S1 state, or captured in an energy

sink [4].

The synthesis and characterisation of new TF sens-

itisers is a lively topic in materials science. Metal chal-

cogenide nanocrystals [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and thermally-

activated delayed fluorescence molecules [11, 12, 13,

14] are promising recent arrivals, improving upon many

aspects of organometallic complexes, which remain

widely-used model sensitisers. However, a feature all

current TF sensitisers share is spatial discretization on

the nanometer scale, meaning their photophysics are

governed by exciton states. TF-upconversion is a non-

linear process benefitting from a high density of triplet

excitons, while light absorption depths in excitonic sens-

itisers typically exceed the triplet exciton diffusion length

by an order of magnitude [15]. This fact is the reason

why achieving efficient triplet fusion under low excitation

presents a dilemma for these materials.

2. PROJECT

We attempted to solve the described issue by de-

veloping a method of triplet sensitization which was not

restricted by exciton mobility. Motivated by the excel-

lent carrier mobility in hybrid perovskite PV cells [16],

we employed thin film methylammonium lead iodide-

chloride perovskite (MAPI: CH3NH3PbI3−xClx) as a

triplet sensitiser. Thin film MAPI is a three-dimensional

semiconductor which is essentially exciton-free at room

temperature, where our measurements were conduc-

ted [17, 18, 19]. Instead, the energy from absorbed

photons propagates throughout MAPI as the difference

in chemical potential between excited electrons and

holes. This energy propagates according to the carrier

diffusion coefficient, which is 0.5 cm2 s−1 in solution-

grown CH3NH3PbI3−xClx [17]. In comparison, the triplet

exciton diffusion coefficient in crystalline films of a com-

mon triplet sensitiser, for instance PtOEP, is of the order

10−6 cm2 s−1 [20].

Our objective was to harness photoexcited carriers

in MAPI to drive TF-UC by generating triplet excitons

at high local density within an annihilator medium. Pre-

vious reports of lead halide perovskites used as triplet

sensitisers differ from the present work in an important

way. These earlier perovskite sensitiser studies utilised

nanocrystalline [21] or two-dimensional [22] perovskite
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architectures, which increases exciton binding energy

relative to the three-dimensional structure. This has the

effect of making the perovskite more molecule-like, and

produces sensitization which can be explained by Dexter

energy transfer [22]. We sought the opposite effect in

our study, namely, to rid the triplet sensitiser of excitonic

character.

Thin amorphous films of rubrene (5,6,11,12-

tetraphenylnaphthacene), a common TF-annihilator,

doped with 0.5wt% DBP (dibenzotetraphenylperiflan-

thene) were deposited on the surface of freshly-prepared

MAPI films by spin-coating from chlorobenzene (CBZ),

then packaged under nitrogen. DBP is a fluorescent

dopant employed to increase the effective fluorescence

quantum yield of the final upconverted state [8]. Three

sample series were prepared, corresponding to three

rubrene thicknesses, by varying the rubrene spin-coating

speed (1000, 3000 and 6000 rpm). Reference MAPI

films were treated with spin-coat of neat CBZ, to control

for sample processing effects. Samples were charac-

terised by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) ima-

ging, Transreflectance (T+R) Spectroscopy and Pho-

toluminescence (PL) measurements. Figure 1 1 de-

picts the process of triplet formation and annihilation at

the perovskite-organic interface (vide infra), the sample

structure, reference absorption and photoluminescence

spectra.

Figure 1: Carrier-driven triplet sensitization and triplet fusion upconversion scheme. a. Energy level diagram of the MAPI/rubrene
and interface transfer mechanism. From left to right: photoexcitation generates electron-hole pairs diffusing at the band edges.
Recombination at the interface result in loss of a pair, or formation of a triplet in rubrene molecule at the interface. Triplets collide
within the rubrene film, undergoing triplet fusion followed by Förster energy transfer (FRET) to a DBP emitter yielding upconverted
fluorescence. b. Sample structure and encapsulation scheme, SEM micrograph of one sample. c. Absorption and PL spectra of MAPI
and rubrene:DBP (0.5wt%)

3. RESULTS

We found that photoexcitation of MAPI/rubrene:DBP

bilayer samples at 705nm, well below the rubrene:DBP

absorption onset, lead to delayed fluorescence being

emitted from the rubrene layer. Spectra of the UC signal

are shown in Figure 2. The spectral shape is consist-

ent with that of a neat film of rubrene:DBP under 405

nm photoexcitation. Rubrene thickness-dependent up-

conversion spectra for a constant energy density of11.8

µJ cm−2 are shown in the inset of Figure 2. Thinner
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rubrene:DBP layers (higher spin speeds) were brighter

upconverters, consistent with a higher triplet density

forming in these thinner layers, supporting more efficient

triplet fusion for a given triplet population.

Figure 2: 705nm photoexcitation of MAPI produces upconverted
rubrene:DBP emission. UC spectra for a MAPI/6000rpm
rubrene:DBP sample measured over two orders of mag-
nitude in excitation energy density, under quasi-cw (1 Mhz)
excitation at 705 nm. Spectra cut at 650nm by a shortpass fil-
ter. Reference rubrene:DBP prompt fluorescence spectrum
(in blue, 405 nm excitation), indicating that the UC signal is
emitted predominantly by DBP. The high-energy shoulder of
the broad MAPI PL spectrum leaks into the upconversion
spectra at the largest energy densities, as shown in red.
Inset: UC performance for a series of MAPI films treated
with different rubrene:DBP thicknesses (0rpm is drop-cast),
obtained at 11.8 µJ cm−2 and spectrally integrated.

An excitation spectrum of the UC signal exhibited

the MAPI absorption onset, Figure 3. Unadorned MAPI

films and films of rubrene:DBP on glass did not exhibit

UC under the same measurement conditions. These

results, along with a pronounced sensitivity of the UC

signal to oxygen, and a superlinear power response at

low excitation densities (vide infra), are consistent with

triplet exciton formation and fusion within the rubrene

layer as the UC mechanism.

The integrated UC intensity with respect to laser

power for a sample series is shown in Figure 4. The in-

ternal upconversion efficiency (UCE or φUC ) is also plot-

ted, wich is defined this as the product of the quantum

efficiencies of triplet generation φT G and triplet fusion

φT F (1).

φUC = ·φT G · φT F = 2 · NT F

Nabs
(1)

The grey region in Figure 4 is the equivalent solar

excitation, the bounds defined by the lifetimes of the

two different species involved, perovskite electrons and

rubrene triplets, in the pulsed-to-continuous equivalence

method proposed by [23] . For more information on φUC

and Sun Equivalent, see Section 6.

For the sample coated at 6000 rpm the lower regime

slope is of around 1.6 changing to 0.8 at higher regime,

after a transition point around 1.7 µJ cm−2. This point

correlates to the peak UC efficiency of same sample,

above which the efficiency decreases. The behaviours

of the remaining samples is scattered but consistent with

this trend. Peak efficiency is at equivalent of 13x to 50x

Suns (depending on triplet or electron lifetime), revealing

that the device needs fundamental improvements to be

efficient operating under sun illumination.

In a regular excitonic TF upconverter, the knee in a

log-log plot of excitation density against UC intensity is

taken as the threshold at which second-order decay of

the annihilator triplet population (by triplet-triplet annihila-

tion) becomes the dominant process [24]. But the power-

dependent kinetics of the MAPI triplet sensitizer complic-

ates an interpretation of our results. As carrier density

grows, band-to-band and Auger recombination rates in-

crease, diminishing the carrier diffusion length and thus

the proportion of carriers arriving at the MAPI/rubrene

interface. This distorts any apparent quadratic to linear

transition.

Another phenomenon that can be having an influ-

ence on the UC process (and affecting the slopes)

is the mechanism of annihilation of triplets upon en-

counter with a freely diffusing holes, so-called triplet-

charge-annihilation (TCA). The level alignment at the

perovskite/rubrene interface could favour hole transfer

(while blocking electrons) and these take part in signific-
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ant annihilation of the generated triplet population.

Figure 3: Excitation scan of UC signal with MAPI absorption on-
set shape. UC-PL transients where integrated in excitation
wavelength scan on sample MAPIC/6000rpm rubrene:DBP.
The increase of signal is centered around the bandgap of
MAPI at 770nm and related well to the absorption onset of
MAPI. Neither MAPI nor rubrene:DBP bare films showed
same behaviour, supporting that the observed UC emission
is a result of the dual system.

Figure 4: UC intensity and UC efficiency as function of excita-
tion energy. UC intensity is integrated from UC-PL spectra
of MAPI samples coated with rubrene at 0, 1000, 3000
and 6000 rpm, obtained in a power-series at quasi-cw
(1MHz) pulsed excitation. UC Efficiency is plotted to the
right axis. The Sun Equivalent excitation region bounds are
each obtained using excited species’ lifetime of electrons
and triplets.

These results show that photoexcited carriers in thin-

film MAPI can be harnessed to excite optically-forbidden

transitions within an adjoining organic layer, without an

exciton existing in the donor. The MAPI/rubrene energy

level alignment has been measured by Ji et al. 2017 [25]

and the interface displays a type-II energy level align-

ment: the MAPI valence band (VB) offset to the rubrene

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is approx-

imately WV B=0.1 eV, favoring hole transfer from MAPI

to rubrene, while the conduction band (CB) offset to

the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is of

WCB=-1.4eV (LUMO above CB) presenting a barrier to

electron transfer from the MAPI CB to rubrene LUMO.

The chemical potential of electron-hole pairs in MAPI

has an upper bound of 1.345 eV, given by the radiative

recombination-limited open-circuit voltage [26]. This is

sufficient to excite the T1 state of rubrene at 1.20 eV, but

not the S1 state at 2.33eV [27].

Based on this energy level alignment, we discussed

the possibility of rubrene triplet exciton formation occur-

ing by a mechanism of sequential charge transfer and re-

combination, similar to Garakyaraghi and coworkers’ de-

scription of triplet exciton formation at a PbS nanocrystal-

TIPS pentacene interface [28]. In this mechanism, fol-

lowing photoexcitation of the nanocrystal, a hole transfer

from the VB to the acceptor HOMO depletes it of one

electron, then capture by the radical cation of an electron

from the CB re-forms the neutral species in an excited

state.

However, other observations after measuring PL tran-

sients from MAPI bandgap emission gave a new insight.

When comparing MAPI/rubrene:DBP of the best UC per-

forming sample to the matching unadorned MAPI control

sample the transient did not exhibit quenching (for MAPI

bandgap transient see Figure 5). Upon addition of the

acceptor layer to the excited perovskite, we expected

to see simple first-order quenching of the PL. Surpris-

ingly, there was no significant change in the MAPI PL

kinetics, despite the sample generating a substantial up-

conversion signal. The absence of obvious quenching

dynamics implies a dual function for the rubrene:DBP

acceptor layer, deactivating recombination centers at the
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MAPI surface while also extracting carriers for triplet gen-

eration. This accords with recent work from Wei et al.,

who found that rubrene was effective at inhibiting defect

formation by cation migration in a hybrid perovskite film

[29].

Based on this defect picture, we propose an altern-

ative mechanism to the sequential charge transfer, dis-

cussed above. This mechanism solely relying on defect

states is proposed in The mechanism is depicted in Fig-

ure 1a: opposite charges trapped in near surface states

at the MAPI/rubrene interface could pair and directly

transfer into a triplet-state in rubrene (TG, for triplet-

generation), instead of recombining as surface recom-

bination (SR). The rigorous modeling of this mechanism

is given in Section 5.

A deeper understanding of the power-dependent up-

conversion yield was obtained by fitting time-resolved

PL transients with a global rate model, where the triplet-

generation mechanism at the interface is the last dis-

cussed, allowed by surface defect states (detailed in the

Section 5).

PL transients of our best-performing upconverter,

MAPI/6000rpm rubrene:DBP, are shown in Figure 5 (Fig-

ures along with Figure 5, 6 and 7 shown at end of the

document). Also in Figure 5 the model-produced fits

are shown for a given set of model-parameters (Solu-

tion 1). Transient data and fit from reference bare MAPI

sample is omitted since no visible difference is seen to

the reported MAPI/rubrene:DBP. The model parameters

governing the MAPI dynamics were all extracted from

Staub et al [17] and the SR term was necessary to adjust

the MAPI transient simulation to the data.

The sensitised rubrene:DBP delayed fluorescence

exhibits a rise time of 20 ns, commensurate with the

initial rapid decay of MAPI PL until feeding charge popu-

lations are extinguished. The rise time must correspond

to the build-up of charges in the rubrene before any relev-

ant TTA is possible, after diffusing and transferring from

the MAPI, resulting in a delay relative to the excitation in-

stant. The subsequent curve of the UC signal is followed

by a 1st decay governed by a higher rate; which, in turn,

is followed by a transition before 500 ns to a 2nd very

long-lived decay, governed by a much lower rate. This

dynamics are largely independent of laser power (Figure

5b).

The model lines shown in Figure 5 are simulated with

a set of parameters (Solution 1) from a fitting based

on the hypothesis that holes are significantly transferred

into the rubrene causing strong TCA to govern the triplet

dynamics. The Solution 1 produced transients adjusting

extremely well the data at all timescales (Figure 5a,c),

even until powers an order of magnitude below the max-

imum 11.8 µJ cm−2 excitation (Figure 5b). The transi-

ents produced by Solution 1 were stable after 1 iteration

of the steady-state simulation (see Section 5).

On the top of Figure 5a, a cross section of the bilayer

is given for reference order-of-magnitude instants, show-

ing the populations densities at that given instant. In

Figure 5d, populations at the interface (left) and integ-

rated numbers for quantities of interest (right) are shown

with respect to time, in order to follow the system evolu-

tion.

The given hypothesis of high hole presence and

strong TCA, however, completely failed at fitting the

UC efficiency curve shown in Figure 4. The high TCA

submissed the φT F to very low values at moderate ex-

citations and completely misshaped it. On the other

side, the proposed balance of parameter to give order-of-

magnitude correct simulations depended on an unlikely

high percentage of φT G around 5%. Besides, for the

transients to have the right shape, the intrinsic hole con-

centration p0 = 3 · 1015 reported by Staub et al [17] had

to be ignored.

After an intermediate Solution 2, which is here omit-

ted, the Solution 3 is based on a new hypothesis, where

the hole diffusion into rubrene was blocked and where
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the p0 could be included as reported. Not having holes

freely diffusing in rubrene liberated the triplet dynamics

from TCA (except at the interface, where holes still can

reside). The resulting UC transient was less close to

the data, specially in steady-state simulation (see "1x"

vs "40x" in Figure 6), but the efficiency was showing

the right behaviour with excitation powers and could be

tuned through δT G (see Section 5) to have the same

amplitude as the data, yielding an acceptable fit, shown

in Figure 7.

Eliminating the TCA gives the chance for triplets to

concentrate in the layer in a direct relation to the the

available carriers in MAPI, which are proportional to the

excitation energy. This gives φT F (orange dot-dashed

line in Figure 7) a steady rise with Eexc, reaching a sat-

uration point around 2 µJ cm−2 where the TF process

is as efficient as possible, with an efficiency of almost

35%.

On the other hand, φT G (orange dashed line in Fig-

ure 7) shows the inverse behaviour with Eexc being max-

imal(below 0.1%) and flat for lower Eexc where the avail-

able charges at the interface for TG are proportional to

number of absorbed photons Nabs. It then dives steadily

for higher Eexc due to the onset of 2nd order or even

Auger recombination, leaving less charges available at

the interface for TG, in proportion to Nabs.

The product of these two efficiencies, as expressed

in (1), yields the internal UC efficiency, φUC (orange solid

line in Figure 7), and the resulting curve adjusts very well

the behaviour of the data over with Eexc.

Allthough the transient PL is less well adjusted by

Solution 3, when compared to Solution 1, the very im-

portant fitting of the efficiency dependence of excitation

energy makes it be more likely to describe the real mech-

anism. The final solution could balance the influence of

TCA at the interface to achieve the right transient shape

while not compromising the efficiency. The model can

also be improved in physical accuracy with learnings

from the analysis. Electro-estatic effects were totally

neglected but could be an important detail [30], with a

charged rubrene layer repulsing further input of holes,

for instance.

4. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated a new method

of triplet sensitisation for TF-UC. Photoexcited charge

carriers in MAPI were shown to generate triplet excitons

in rubrene, which underwent TF-UC. By avoiding the low

triplet exciton mobility of excitonic triplet sensitisers and

generating excitons at high local density, a high internal

quantum efficiency of TF was achieved under sub-solar

excitation. A possible link between surface traps and

triplet exciton generation was identified, inviting further

study.

Additionally, in March 2019, a publication by Nien-

haus et al [31], reported the same results in a device

surprisingly similar, in most details. This confirmation

strengthens the proof of this new triplet sensitization

concept.

Despite the low conversion efficiency of charge car-

riers to triplets, estimated to be below 0.1%, the local

triplet density in the vicinity of the MAPI/rubrene interface

is very large, of the order 1016 cm−3. This results in the

triplet decay dynamics being controlled by triplet fusion

and diffusion. The triplet fusion efficiency is surprisingly

high, calculated to be up to 35%, at its maximum, near

2 µJ cm−2. While a low quantum yield for rubrene:DBP

PL and triplet formation limited our detectable UC signal,

this result demonstrates that carrier-driven triplet fusion

upconversion holds considerable promise.

More efficient exciton generation may also be

achieved by exploiting halide gradients in the perovskite

layer to funnel more carriers to an exciton-generating

interface [32]. Also, the inclusion of a suitable organic

interlayer at the interface may help triplet formation and
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block the undesired hole transfer, in case the TCA turns

to be a real issue. Both these designs, in addition to

many other experimental alternatives, can be simulated

with the implemented model. Besides the data analysis

that it allows, such predictions make this simulation tool

an important path for improvement.

The results suggest that perovskite/organic bilayers

may be of interest for other photonic applications be-

nefitting from exciton-charge interconversion at benign

interfaces, such as singlet fission PV and hybrid per-

ovskite/organic lasers.

5. MODELING RATE EQUATIONS

The model consists of a 1-dimensional scheme of the sensitizer-

emitter system, dividing the processes into 3 main parts: (1) semicon-

ductor uncorrelated charge carrier dynamics in the perovskite layer, (2)

charge transfer and exciton formation at the interface, (3) triplet and

singlet excitonic dynamics and interactions in the organic layer. The

Figure 1a sketches the model hypothesis.

In the MAPI, the charge carrier populations of electrons n and

holes p are governed by the usual recombination processes, represen-

ted by the Shockley-Read-Hall lifetime τn,p (1st order), the radiative

recombination rate k (2nd order) and Auger recombination Cn,p (3rd

order). The subscripts n and p apply for electrons or holes. Addition-

ally, the carriers can move by diffusion, governed by the coefficient

Dn,p. These terms form the continuity equation for MAPI (2) based on

[17], which is equivalent for holes.

∂n

∂t
=

−np
τpn+ τnp

− k · np− C(n2p+ np2) +D
∂2n

∂z2 (2)

The 1D-model allows charges reaching one of the edges, the

interface with rubrene layer, to be transferred. Due to the previously

discussed blocking of electron transfer as an effect of the type II

staggered-gap energy-level alignment, only the holes can be trans-

ferred by thermionic emission, modeled by (3), from the MAPI VB to

the rubrene HOMO, dependent on the ST p surface transfer velocity

and the energy offset ∆WV B (adapted from [30]).

FT,p = ST,p

(
pint − qinte

(
− ∆WVB

kBT

))
(3)

In the absence of rubrene, surface defects are responsible for

recombination of electrons and holes trapped at those states, following

(4) described in [30]. This term should be added to the dynamics

of the perovskite at the interface. In fact, this term revealed itself a

fundamental piece to fit the MAPI PL curves at several powers, when

fixing the remaining bulk parameters to literature values.

FR = SR ·
nintpint

nint + pint
(4)

When rubrene is added to the MAPI layer, we propose a model

where the triplets are generated from charge pairs trapped at the inter-

face, instead of recombining, and can be modeled as a fraction δT G of

the surface recombination term FR, expressed by (5) and illustrated

in Figure 1. The effective loss of carriers in MAPI by FR is kept inde-

pendent of rubrene presence and FT G activated dependent only on

δT G.

FT G = δT G · FR = δT G ·
(
SR ·

nintpint

nint + pint

)
(5)

Once transferred across the interface, the concentration of the 2

species, triplets [T1] and holes q, distribute freely into the new layer

(modeled in 1D), governed by diffusion DT 1 and Dq respectively.

The triplet population [T1] can decay by its natural relaxation rate

kT 1 (1st order) but most importantly, it can annihilate upon encounter

of two triplets in a TF event, which is governed by the kT F rate (2nd

order). This event generates a singlet which in the model is assumed

to radiate instantaneously and counted to simulate IUC .

The population q of holes in rubrene has no recombination term

(no free electrons to recombine) but can interfere with the [T1] popula-

tion through a process called triplet-charge-annihilation (TCA) - where

a charge (in this case a hole) quenches the triplet resulting in a new

charge of same sign, as explained in [33]. A kT CA coefficient term is

accounted for in the model, proportional to q · [T1], and can be a great

cause of overall inefficiency. The continuity equations for the 2 species

can then be written as 6a and 6b:

∂[T1]
∂t

= −kT 1 · [T1] − kT CA · q · [T1]

− 2kT F · [T1]2 +DT 1
∂2[T1]
∂z2 (6a)

∂q

∂t
= Dq

∂2q

∂z2 (6b)

The model is implemented in a discretized 1-dimensional axis

consisting of the 2 layers and a a transfer mechanism. The numerical

solution of the model implements the Runge-Kutta 4th Order Method

for the population’s time evolution after an excitation profile is gener-

ated in the perovskite. The diffusion between discrete neighboring

cells is calculated through Fick’s 2nd law of Diffusion and implemented

with the Finite Difference Approximation. The PL transients are gener-

ated by the loss term k · np in MAPI and the fusion term kT F · [T1]2

in rubrene, since we assume all produced singlets radiate (from the

inclusion of DBP trap-emitter).

The model was also implemented simulating steady-state condi-

tions: meaning, it accounted for unextinguished background population

of triplets and holes at the end of the pulse-cycle, which build-up in the

rubrene until a steady-state is reached. This means the simulation was
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run repeatedly with uploading remaining populations of last iteration

into the start populations of next iteration - until results stabilized (up

to 40x).

6. ADDITIONAL

The reader is invited to take a closer look at the work in the Thesis

document of same name and same author. All derivations (Sun Equi-

valent, UC Efficiency derivations) and necessary information are in this

document. This Extended Abstract was adapted from a publication

draft to be submitted (only awaiting modeling results) to the Journal

of ACS Energy Letters, titled "Carriers in thin film methylammonium

lead halide perovskite drive triplet fusion photon upconversion" by the

authors Frederik Eistrup, Klaus Schwarzburg, Sergiu Levcenco, Den-

nis Friedrich, Thomas Unold, Klaus Lips, Eva Unger, and Rowan W.

MacQueen.

Figure 5: Model fitted to PL transients with Solution 1: a) highest excitation density, MAPI bandgap and UC emission channels in log-log
axis & cross-section views of the populations at reference instants (top);
b) 3 highest excitation densities plotted for both channels in log-linear axis showing coherence;
c) highest excitation density transients in linear-linear axis, showing coherence over latest and longest regime; d) populations at the
interface (left axis); system’s integrated losses (electron, holes, radiative) plus generation numbers (NT G and NT F ) (right axis).
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Figure 6: Model fitted to PL transients with Solution 3: highest excitation density, MAPI bandgap and UC emission channels in log-log axis
for 1x and 40x repetitions of the simulation. Cross-section views of the populations at reference instants for 1x (bottom) and for 40x
(top). Inset: highest excitation density of UC channel in linear-linear axis, showing coherence over latest and longest regime.

Figure 7: UC efficiency plotted against excitation energy. (left y-axis) Number of absorbed photons; total integral number of radiative and
non-radiative loss; total number of formed triplets by TG and of generated singlets by TF. (right y-axis) Efficiencies: φP L, φT G, φT F

and φUC (with experimental data). For comparison, a factor of x100 is applied to φUCE and φT G while a factor of x0.1 is applied to
φT F .
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